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editor’s note

When we first received the e-mail informing us that we were going
to be the new editors for Outbreath’s fall semester, we were first incredulous, then anxious, then unbelievably excited. We both already had a
deep passion for the magazine and saw this position as an opportunity to
ignite that passion in others.

Our mission this semester has been not only to create a magazine
that serves as a forum for creative expression but also to create a supportive literary community on campus. From Lit on the Lawn to our
writers’ workshops, we realized what a demand there was for events that
brought artists together to create and explore. This issue is a testament
to that literary community that Outbreath has begun to build and the
new ideas that sprang from it.
As editors, we put everything we had into the creation of this
magazine, but it wouldn’t have really come alive as it did without a staff
that was just as excited and dedicated as we were. As this issue comes to
print, we are still incredulous, still a bit anxious, but, more than anything,
we’re incredibly inspired by what Outbreath has become, and, more importantly, we look forward to what comes next.
					

Kristen Barone and Emma Shakarshy
Co-Editors
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café on thursday morning

sadie lansdale

It’s probably cold and you’re probably wearing
black—or grey, but you’ll write it black—
and you’re probably pale and thin—or maybe not
that thin, but that’s how you’ll write it—
and you have on a red scarf—you read somewhere
that Millay wore a red scarf, or was it
her hair?
Hm. No matter.
Anyway, you’re in the café
looking for all the world like how you think you should
but you and I know
that you’re wearing your purple Tuesday underwear,
and you wore them yesterday too,
and today is Thursday.

photo by rebecca grunberg
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the last night at the olive vine

emma shakarshy

We asked first after the soup,
then after Ali.

It was a cold night for October.
We were the mangy Brooklynite regulars,
artists who worked corporate jobs,
feeding the man so we could feed ourselves.
We didn’t realize we were
having our last Greek supper
until we ordered soup. No soup.
Then we thought of Ali, green-eyed,
gap-toothed, with considerable paunch,
a jowly, jolly man
who could balance tin plates
of dolmas and knew our names.
Our soup and our friend disappeared
with the once-safe piggy jar pennies.
A wiry busboy unscrewed
the cracking sign from above the door.
We sat, shocked soupless,
and eleven years after he balanced
his first dolma plate,
Ali was learning new names.
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in the lines of our palms

jimmy pianka

When I was a kid I made art like a hurricane
but these days it just falls past my lips
like the shells of dead beetles.
I paint stick figures on bar napkins,
blow lopsided smoke-rings,
and write the same damn haiku a hundred times.
I push it out of me and hope it glows:
stand up Pinnochio, you’re a real boy,
but hours later I can see his paint peeling
and his eyes rolling back to stare hard
at the inside of his boring, wooden head.
I want art to move on its own.
I want it to pull me from Saturday morning sheets
with an eager tug on my sleeve,
point to the fresh snow
that blessed us in our sleep
and say “Look –
look what I have brought you.
The world is diamond clay,
now fashion me a David.”
I want it to stop me mid-sentence
with a beat I can’t help but drum,
a rhythm in my brain like a worm
in a sombrero who’s busting out
no matter how solemn the funeral.
8

I want it to interrupt class like the Kool-Aid man
with a big “OH YEAH” as he bows his head
and fills the room with sloshy, red finger paint.
I want it to climb the sides of buildings like kudzu,
hijack antennas and beam opera into space.
I want it to blow through trees like wind
and make paper airplanes out of maple leaves.
I want it to animate books
and let them loose over cities,
clouds of dusty moths pouring
thick from library doors,
fluttering high around street lights
till kids catch them with nets.
I want it to flower in the lines
of our palms like amaryllis,
bloom on the headboards of nursing homes
and leave petals in the sheets.

u,

photo by natalia vasquez
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the agnostics

amy connors

The tar from
this road
clings to our souls
And by the way
you’re the greasiest saint
I’ve ever seen
What
did you douse your sins
in gasoline?
You’re judging me if
you think I’m judging you
Well
if we’re telling the truth
I never had faith
in those
telephone wires
slithering anywhere
and nowhere
So you’ve tried
to escape too
I see the scars
from the rusty fields
on your shins
Stick with me
there must be
a dead end
out of here

photo by catherine nakajima
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contento
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complexities of our recently finished meal

kyle cherry

They also drank wine.
It was a nightly ritual. Glass after glass, the methodical disposal of a bottle. It started as
a social occasion, but had eventually transformed into the dry event we now observed.
She detested the clumsy clash of teeth on glass characteristic of his ever-deepening
wet gulps, and he studied the darkened veins of her hands. A pungent cheese fiercely
spread over crackers quite successfully diverted our attentions as we watched.
I stayed to hear them talk. We’d have taken our dishes to the sink, and all that kept us
two was leisure. There we’d sit, spectators to the post-feast. Or when it was hot enough
and the pool was uncovered we’d swim. We created variations on games made for fuller
groups. I sometimes swam alone, spinning around in the stagnant water’s ripples. Everything would spin—sight and sound lost sense. But I’d listen. I know they watched. They
had nothing else to watch.
I built towers of Lego bricks. We made puppets out of socks, plays starring brooms
and measuring tape, stories about imagined adventures inside the bushes in our garden,
and amorphous games for them to play with us. We wanted noise, so we made a circus.
There was always wine. And cheese. We hated the cheese. I hated the cheese. It filled
the air. It made their breath repugnant. It might be dappled green or blue, and it was always repulsive. They’d lean away from the table, away from the cheese, away from each
other. They liked the smell and cherished it separately to themselves.
She cooked well and we ate well and we talked well with the eating and the cooking.
My sister had a boyfriend. He kissed her and told her he loved her. She was five. I was going to be a waiter and balance trays like they did in the movies. Some things change. Dad
never talked about work. He dug up dinosaur bones, made robots, or designed bombs
for all I knew. Mom never talked about those hours she spent without us. We thought she
spent it waiting.
He ran more, traveled more. She renovated the kitchen. Bought a new table. A new set
of knives, too.
12

complexities of our recently finished meal

And then they started talking. Talking turned to yelling. They stopped drinking wine
together. Instead they took turns, guzzling alone on their designated nights. No more
cheese. Sometimes she would eat it alone, but it seemed trite. Pointless.
He left her. They talked to us. It all made sense. There was a new one, a replacement,
and she was a scientist. One of his own kind, one with shared interests. Everything they
said seemed logical and right, and we were better for it. She was ours, and now ours
alone, as we’d imagined she always had been. That’s how it ended, and it all made sense.
Maybe it started that way too.
So, I’m sorry. Yes, we too can talk. Share wine if you’d like. Eat the cheese, but I’ll abstain.

photo by kelsea carlson
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211 fenwick

john whelan

My nerves run as roots
cracking through countless panels of concrete
embedded, trodden underfoot, lovingly caressed
by soles of all kinds,
passed over by generations en route
and by those who are struck dumb,
rookies, greenhorns,
held captive, wide-eyed, pie-eyed,
ogling the skyline,
whistling to the reflection on the water at twilight
as if she were a doe-eyed beauty
with legs more shapely
than thirty stories of steel and mirrored windows.
My roots run deep,
They run far,
They run to the doorsteps
of all the hers in the city,
with giggles and glazed-over pining eyes,
to the stoops of every Romeo
and all the mailboxes of total strangers,
and, of course,
to yours.
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#43

theresa sullivan
they talk of bittersweet like it's something
you can taste. what was left in my mouth was
coffee and celery, the scent of gasoline and
tinges of smoke and liquor kisses and i wouldn't
cipher all that as bitter or sweet, not the smallest
hours asleep in the backseat or the drives playing
copilot to a big dazzling world in the blackviolet
dark. those nights were lit by the stale thrum
of bowling alley fluorescence, our epicenter,
all neon by the turnpike. i'd have taken pictures
if they'd turned out honest, pulling into the
parking lot behind the half-torched nightclub,
me, turning remembered pirouettes around
puddles of dishwater rain, all chrome and flickering
from the headlights as the boys with wrestling
shoulders quietly spun their radio dials. slowdancing
on wet asphalt. watching midnight crash. leaving.
rufus wainwright on the highway. screaming down the
pavement so fast i thought the tires might spark, might
light us up with a flame this town had never offered.
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sapphics in the rain
noelle burger

Patters soak the sill—I see drops on browning
brick. A flower taps on the frosted window
glass, abandons breath in a crumbling crevice—
dripping and spitting.

Branches sputter, creak and then break and leave a
streak on every pane, intervene between some
cracks and leaks. Away and aloof—bewildered,
drowning—I see them:
that duet of beetles again. I wonder
why the sky is gray as they honeymoon and
swoon in puddles—murky like marshy magma,
boggy with humming
bugs and braided, slippery tufts of grasses.
Then, the twosome skids down an alleyway of
grout to land on pulpous azalea florets—
casket-corollas.

photo by catherine nakajima
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wax poetic
noelle burger

You speak to me like the stroke of a watercolor cotton-tail cloud; speak

like a hummingbird’s ruby throat as she resides on the rim of a nectar vase. The wings
on your words
in the vein of Hermes; a bridge between what lingers inside and what’s loose
of your lips. Your words—
I turn and twist
like the salted spiral
in a city street vendor’s

hand. Like the mind of a murderer, like the crumbling-walled labyrinth, like the channel of Hercules.
Like a dripping dishrag, I take your airborne words in my coiled fingers
and wring.
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one year later
emma shakarshy

Remember when we promised with pinkies
and ate pirate’s booty in central park? Or that time
we fed the chickens chicken, even though
we knew we weren’t allowed?
I remember.

My bones remember feeling
strong and sassy whenever your bones
were nearby. My muscles remember
how far they had to stretch to reach
around your muscles at
11 12
13
14
15
That’s when the muscles lose memory.
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My blood remembers rushing through me
to catch up with you, sometimes so fast I had to stop
and put my head between my knees
and count to 12. My nerves remember that quick skip
whenever I said something that made you laugh.
My laugh remembers your laugh,
achingly so. My laugh calls for yours
sometimes, but your laugh is never home.
I have to remind my laugh that your laugh left
when your soul packed its bags
and went wherever souls go.
18
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one year later

I remember you too well for me to think, too well
for me to sit straight or say please or sleep on Sundays.
I remember you too well to remember anything else.
Photoreceptors, Russian kings, words like umbrella
and handlebar can’t find room to live.
If I remember you, with every groove
in my fingertip, every line in my palm,
and you are dead, does all of this even count?
If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there
to hear it, does it make a sound?

You are my tree. I am the forest. This poem is the sound.
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elizabeth
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porcelain poppy fields
natalie selzer

She lived in the apartment upstairs, and sometimes we rode the elevator together and talked about the
economy going to hell or how we both loved Billie Holiday or the weather when we really couldn’t think of
anything. Her hair was cut short around her chin and I liked that about her. Lots of girls can’t pull it off but
I think she had the right bone structure or skin color or something because it looked good. I only saw her
sometimes but it was nice when I did—she seemed clean and pleasant and wore good clothes that weren’t
too stylish but not frumpy, either. Girls who wear too many fancy clothes with the purses and those shoes
with the heels and their mascara are always hiding something, if you ask me. They seem so shiny and glowy
with their long, long endless legs and then you meet them and you realize they hate their dad or their first
boyfriend hit them once, hard, in the backyard and told them not to tell and they didn’t or they’ve got some
mom who’s always telling them they’re fat. But Cat wasn’t like those girls so I thought she probably was different, better somehow. I imagined that really she didn’t walk so much as floated because she didn’t have all
the heavy things weighing her down like the rest of us since she lived in the apartment upstairs and wore
clean, tasteful clothes and sounded smart when I talked to her in the elevator for the minute or so it took to
get from the lobby to the seventh floor.
“Good-bye Charlie, see you next time,” she would chirp in this way she had of talking, holding soft onto
the ends of each word like she wasn’t quite ready to let it go, just yet. I would turn and wave until the big
metal doors closed shut.
On those days I ran into Cat I would usually lay awake at night and think about her in that apartment,
square above mine. I decided she probably had lots of art on her walls. But not in that pretentious, slick
way like some people I’d known. No, she would’ve picked out something real interesting, something with
meaning to it. I mean you could just tell that about Cat. And besides the art I imagined that she had nice rugs
that she put in all the rooms—probably Eastern-looking, Tibetan or Indian or something, that she would
sometimes just lay on and stare at the ceiling from. I could picture her short hair spread out around her
head like some little brown beautiful Japanese fan, and there was probably nice gauzy moonlight coming
through the window and lighting the whole floor, too. Milky white.
I guess I was probably half in love with Cat, or more maybe full in love, even. But I’m not so sure anybody has really managed to figure out what that is, so I can’t say for sure. I do know when I saw her, though,
there was this rosy glow around her hair, that brown short perfect hair, and around really all sorts of things.
I’d be slapping together a goddamn ham sandwich, even, in my kitchen after seeing her, and it’d have this
whole shiny tint, warm-like and warbly. I also know she smelled like woman’s deodorant if I stood close
enough, flowery and soft and crumbly, like you just wanna put your face up against her little upper arm to
get that smell in your nostrils, get that clean in you, for a bit at least.
But what I really remember is the day when it all kind of slid somewhere else in me, slipping from obscurity and hazy rosy half-thoughts into some place, where I can’t really explain, but a more concrete place
that probably smells like a bit of lavender or mowed grass or something if you had to describe it at all. Late
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March, biting cool air slipping into spring, I remember because that morning Elena my oldest sister had
called me on the telephone. I had to sit on the bare ground and stare at the clingy dust that lined the creases
between the dun-colored walls and floor and nod my head, listen to her talk about the things that I always
wanted to forget.
Elena was the smart one out of us all, but she never did get why I hardly called. That I couldn’t think
about all those things because I maybe never would have been able to crawl up off that floor again if I did,
what with all the sandbags tied to my heart. Plus my oldest sister’s voice had this way of sounding sharper
than it was in real life over the phone, far away and shrill and small. But I guess maybe that’s just because
that was how I thought of her when she wasn’t right there with me: far away and shrill and small.
She told me all about our mother, the paleness and the shaking and told me I had to come home, that
everyone was asking after me and inevitably demanded to know why in hell I ever would have gone so far
away knowing what I did.
I really couldn’t ever understand what our mother would want with me when she had Elena there, gracious and somehow pretty when she sat by the bedside all that time. So I think I told her I just couldn’t pick
up and go right then, couldn’t afford to leave the job, the life I had and then click went the line. That was late
March and our mother was still alive then.
It’s hard to explain how I actually really did love them. But I mean maybe it hadn’t been enough, could
probably never have been enough. Or maybe it was too much, if I think about it. Probably if I’ve figured out
anything it’s that loving someone too much thickens your blood, the walls of your veins and makes it near
impossible for the muscles to pump and push and beat. And I mean really what’s there left to give to the
ones you love when you’ve got a second-rate heart on account of loving them more than it can stand, some
cruel paradox of living. That was a favorite word of Cat’s, paradox, and I think it became one of mine, too,
after a while.
Anyhow, it was that day, the day of the last phone call late in March, that Cat stood across from me in
the elevator, and through the pale of her blouse I could see this faint shadow of lace that fringed her black
bra, a slight raised shoreline around the cupping curve of her small breasts. It was a glance, a short, warm
look and then I kept my eyes on her forehead while she talked at me, and she probably saw the blush all
over my face but hell I don’t know.
“You all right, Charlie?” she asked with that voice of hers, the songbird. My name on her tongue felt
warm and round, the ‘r’ formed with a soft, lilting mouth. The thing that really bowled me over, though,
just really got me so I said the first thing that came into my head, was that I think she meant it. I think she
honest-to-goodness meant it, and that, especially, I liked about Cat. Somehow, she managed to mean things
she said.
I must’ve laughed before I said anything. Sputtered, probably. “In honesty? I guess not, but isn’t that
just really how it goes?”
I wanted to kick myself after I said it, said that dumb, wilted thing. It gave me this soggy feeling inside,
like the words were just limp remains that probably meant something big, something huge even, but a
real long time ago. Lifetimes ago. And she just kind of looked at me, head cocked in one of her funny ways,
frowning, I think. But that real delicate, real nice kind of frown that makes you think maybe there’s gotta be
23
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a quiet spot where you could just lie down and someone else would want to keep you there, just watch your
chest move up and down a little, rhythmic-like, while you slept and you breathed, or some goddamn thing
like that. I mean you just got that feeling, like you maybe wanted that person to keep you there.
Well Cat looked at me, and then at the two yellow pressed elevator buttons stacked right there one on
top of the other, before she said anything.
“I don’t know if it’s always got to go that way,” she said and then paused, gave me some kinda heart
attack with the way she bit that lower lip of hers. “You know what? You should come up and I’ll make you
some tea. I’ve got cupboards full of the stuff. What do you say?”
It wasn’t really much of a question so much as she already had seen I was coming up with her, knew I
would follow her wherever right then. I got this image of us just sitting, some kinda sepia-toned image and
fuzzy around the edges, cross legged maybe, with probably near a hundred of these tea cups all different
sizes and chipped and painted and whatnot all over the floor around us, our own little poppy field of porcelain. We had drunk them all, hours and hours and not a move but to drink the tea, not even to go to the
bathroom. And what was best about the whole thing is that I don’t think we said much of anything at all but
it really was better that way, warm and clean because of it.
At the door Cat had to jiggle the key a whole lot and push the stuck door hard before it jerked open,
fussy. She sighed a little, or laughed maybe, or both, and I followed her through that door I had imagined for
how many months, the door that really looked just like the door one floor down, my own, dull brown plain
wood and a gold peep hole and boxy gold numbers nailed to the panels. The whole apartment was pretty
basic, small like mine with wood floors and dun-colored walls and there weren’t many rugs, just one square
maroon thing set near the sofa and the television.
Her kitchenette was right on the left as you got in the door, beige fridge and tiled counter and half eaten
toast on a plate left near the sink. I mean there was all that and there was also that smell, her smell, pretty
and soft and probably half imagined all over the place, clinging warm around my skin.
I sat at her kitchen table and she filled the kettle at the sink, this beaten-up tin thing with a lid that
flipped up. The first thing I remember saying to her was, “You don’t have any art on your walls.”
She glanced back at me before closing the kettle lid and putting it on the stovetop. “I guess not. Do
you?”
I shook my head. “No. I mean not that I wouldn’t like some, if it was any good. But that feels like plans,
sometimes. Like you’ve got to make plans when you buy things, and I guess right now I don’t have any I’m
so sure about. You see what I’m saying?”
“Sure. I suppose I’ve got some plans, but a lot of times I’m not even sure I like them much,” she said
with this look on her face, lips just parted like maybe she’d said something that even was a surprise to her,
something she’d had there all along but she barely knew it until the words came tumbling out together all in
a row, fresh and dripping. “I mean maybe that’s why my walls are still bare, too. Never really thought about
it. But I guess now it doesn’t even matter. I’ve been thinking about getting a place closer to work, anyhow.”
When the kettle whistled she poured the hot water in two plain cups before sitting down with me,
dropped a tea bag in each. The tea smelled strong like mint and I decided I liked the feel of it warm around
my face, like her smell.
“You like the tea?” She asked.
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“Yes.”
“That’s good.”
I nodded. I thought it was good, too.
“You feel any better?”
On the tabletop her arm was pretty close to mine, enough so I thought I could feel the soft downy brush
of her arm hairs and the hot blood of her veins near my own. “I think a little bit. But mostly I guess I like you
sitting here with me. That’s the nicest part.”
She smiled at me, the damn cutest smile I’d maybe ever seen or would ever see with round lips and
these teeth that you could tell never had braces but were perfect in a crooked way.
The thing about Cat, though, is that she kept looking at you when you said things like that to her, looked
you straight in the eye and didn’t turn her face away to hide like other girls because they don’t understand
that it’s not a game and you mean it. But I guess a lot of times we don’t mean it, not really, so that’s what
they learn. It gave me this sinking sad feeling, though, that no one had ever really meant it before and they
knew it. But she kept on looking me in the eye, not confrontational or nervous or curious or anything except
maybe tender. You never met anyone who could look at
you tender the way she could.
“So what is the matter, Charlie? If it’s okay I ask. I hate
to see you look so down. I really do.”
I remember I could feel her looking over at me, not
telling me to say more, but just patient.
“I got this call from my oldest sister today, that’s
all. Her name’s Elena, real smart. Think you’d like her a
whole lot.”
“What’d she want to say?”
“Oh god, just talked about home stuff. Depressing is
what it was.”
I stopped there but I could hardly think with her
looking over at me like that and with her arm so warm
by mine and this strong mint steam all in my face and her
smell of deodorant and hot skin, so it was finally I just let
whatever words were in my mouth fall out there on the
table between us.
“I mean, she talked about how our mom’s dying.
She’s been dying. We’ve known for years now. But I mean
I guess it’s really…I guess it’s just that sometimes it feels
too hard to love them the right way, and still make it out
all right, you know? I can’t think if I’ve ever even said ‘dying’ before right now. But Elena called and she said it’s
worse, a whole lot worse lately and she’s been talking

drawing by coorain devin
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about making preparations, you know, and my younger sister’s moved back home I guess. She never lived
so far away, but still.”
When I’d said it all, spit it out into the air, Cat did this thing, the most beautiful thing I think a person
could do right then. She just laid her cheek, softer than anything, right down on my arm on the table, held
my hand tight with both of hers, her paws. “Oh, Charlie,” she breathed, and I could feel the warm air of my
name on my own skin. “Oh Charlie.” And that was it, none of those sad limp words like “terribly” or “sorry”
or the pitying looks.
Putting my face against her hair, the only thing I probably was capable of doing at all, I was surprised
to find my own wet tears against it. I just let it be, though, let the salt and the hair and skin press together
until for a bit I didn’t know which was which, her skin (her skin!) or mine, everything just warm and soft
and sewn together and nothing mattered but that everything was really connected, this real heady rush
buzzing in the edges of my brain.
When she let me kiss her by the window in her living room, hushed yellow light glowing through beige
curtains like the ones in my apartment just downstairs, just millions of years away, the clingy dust swept up
and thrown out into outer space with the stars and meteors and moon and maybe aliens, too, I hoped, it felt
like my feet had started to hover just above the floor, buoyed up by my own little cushion of air. I remember thinking I’d finally got what it was to be Cat, without all the goddamn sandbags on your heart. I really
remember thinking that, and burying my hands in her hair. It was one of those times when everything feels
so full that it’s fragile. When you’ve got this rare thought that maybe someone actually wants to stay there,
right where they’ve been. And it’s greatness but you’ve got another feeling in your stomach and maybe it’s
just you’re scared as hell but you can’t really ever know.
But Cat had her hands wrapped tight around the back of my neck even though it was sort of damp from
sweat, and in between my own hands she felt warmer than any girl I’d maybe ever held, softer, too. And for
a bit, in between her lips I forgot about it all, the phone calls and the loving that was too hard and my empty
apartment downstairs. In between her hands that pulled the t-shirt over my head and didn’t even laugh
when I got the stupid thing stuck, that took me to a bed with a yellow quilt and paused just to hold my face
for a minute while she looked at me with these pretty eyes, set a bit wide on her face.
And I guess I should’ve seen it, seen that laying a girl like that down on a bed in low afternoon light,
pulling back the fabric on some lacy thin blouse like it’s just tissue paper in your hands and seeing that pale
skin and running your hands over its warmth and its sweet scent, it can’t ever be like you want it to be, not
really.
The last magic thing was the smell of her sweat, earthy and faint and so damn beautiful in that room
pressed against me. But that was before it all sort of began to unravel, rose threads fading from all the light
in the room. Or more really, I started to unravel, piece by frayed piece. It’s just that what happened then
wasn’t supposed to be a part of Cat’s story. At least not the story I’d written for her on the inside of my own
skull.
I found rough, scarred skin on her thigh and a damp look in her eyes when I brushed my fingers against
and realized the hell she felt now that I knew the secret. But more than that, I didn’t know everything, didn’t
know the whole ugly truth in those burns. And of course that’s probably the biggest hell there is.
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I felt my whole body sick and expanding out against its skin, pushing it taut with knowing how ragged
her edges were, after all. But I think most of all I knew I’d ripped through the shimmery magic hovering all
around her, and there wasn’t any way to hide from that kind of thing.
I guess I asked, in words or just with my face, how she’d gotten the scars. She told me about the kitchen
filled with the sweet terrible scent of gin and her father in a typical and clumsy haze. About how he accidentally knocked a pan of hot cooking oil into her lap and never let her see a doctor, wrapped it up in make-shift
gauze and bandages for weeks just so he could forget about the questions that should have come with that
kind of accident, let her suffer quietly for his own mistakes.
The thing really is that I couldn’t stand to look at her anymore afterward, but not on account of the burn
being ugly or anything like that. No, nothing on Cat could ever have been ugly. The truth is, when you’ve half
fallen in love with someone you realize you wanna absorb everything that’s inside of them, even on top of
all your own mess. And that’s what got me scared shitless because I knew then that I’d really never be able
to crawl up off the floor anymore if I loved Cat in the real kind of way, the way I could’ve before I looked
around the room and saw the yellow light and the clingy dust that lined the creases between the walls and
floor. It hadn’t ever gone anywhere, not any of it, if I thought about it.
I got up and went into her kitchen, hot salty tears that I didn’t deserve to cry stinging my face. She didn’t
follow. On the table sat our empty teacups and I looked at them for a minute before I threw mine on the
floor, watched it crack into a million jagged pieces on the wood and heard the high thin chink hover briefly
in the air. On one big porcelain piece I wrote with a black felt pen I found on the counter, ‘I’m sorry, it’s too
hard’. It didn’t make me feel better, just maybe a little nauseous and so I left it there on the counter and went
out her front door.
After that I don’t remember much but that I walked to the deli down the street with the sandwiches I
liked and only realized I was still shirtless when I went in the door and the man at the register told me I had
to find a shirt or get out. So I left and I wandered but I can’t really know where, so much, just that everywhere I saw seemed dirty and it felt like hell that I couldn’t ever stay anywhere.
When I think back on my knowing Cat for a little, the biggest thing, in the end, was that I somehow got
that t-shirt back. I didn’t deserve it. But one day, weeks later from my window I saw Cat in a patterned dress
and walking through the parking lot like maybe there was actual asphalt under her feet, this time. She didn’t
see me but got into a pick-up truck full of cardboard boxes with this guy, real big and telling her to hurry up.
I supposed she was finally moving closer to work, like she’d said.
I went up to her apartment, empty with the door left open, and there by the living room window folded
real neat was my t-shirt looking just the same as it always had, but maybe different because it had this smell
like a bit of woman’s deodorant around the sleeves, flowery and soft and crumbly. I tucked it right under my
arm and shut the door behind me as I left, and thought about calling Elena or catching some train or going
in to work even though it was my day off, but I wasn’t really sure about any of it, still.
When I unfolded the t-shirt in the hallway, I finally saw written on the inside hem in black felt pen, “Go
home, Charlie.” I went on into the elevator and all I did was just put that t-shirt on over the one I already
was wearing, but that seemed really like the right thing to do.
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khardung-la:
our motorcycle quits at 18,000 feet
jimmy pianka

We've probably got an hour till that hill
swallows the sun and makes this valley cold as hell.
Things are already getting nasty ‐
angry dust devils are whirling up between the trucks,
big shadow fingers snaking down towards the river
with the yaks moving fast to the other side.
The moon's out as if she's got something useful to do,
but pretty soon even she's gonna be like "oh, shit"
and get her distance from the wind that just cut
through my pants like I wasn't wearing any.
I'm about to curl up fetal‐style on the floor of this
drafty way‐station and suck the meat off of goat joints,
but God knows as soon as the stars come out like spilled paint
and the center of our galaxy swings into view like a chandelier
the last thing on my mind will be the cold or our moody Enfield,
milk tea steaming in my hands like it's Christmas.
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for a good winter

kathleen boland

This is the song, the undoing of becoming,
the hours that slide by on banjo strings,
a husky twang along bloodied trees.
This is the song, the burden of emptying,
long-silent shadows grasping at chords,
a mountain thrum of vanishing light.
This is the song, the chaos of harmony,
the western winds spitting in tune,
a hoarse melody curling through branches.
This is the song, the loss of the found,
memories shivering in forgotten pitches,
a murmured music wrapped in frost.
This is the song, the arousal of the fallen,
a strumming, humming sonata of death,
a pulse of a departed coming, of autumn.
This is my song, and it plays upon leaves.

photo by kat robinson
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the bride

haley newman

Duma presses his leather loafer harder on the gas pedal, angry with Puja for accusing him of making them late for the flight when it was she who had wasted their time to
wake up Ashish for one last kiss good-bye, even though he is nine, too old for so many
kisses, and Puja, sitting beside Duma in the passenger seat, rubs a thumb over her diamond ring and shakes her head, thinking back to what Duma said about sending Ashish
off to boarding school hundreds of miles away from his parents, his puppy, and his darling
best friend, Dhara, who he might marry someday in a big, traditional ceremony, and Puja
is about to interrupt Duma’s violent tirade when a pink flash—the little girl’s scooter—
streaks across the windshield in front of their headlights, just before a loud thud forces
Duma to slam on the breaks and Puja to scream in horror as her visions of a Bengali
wedding, and her son’s future bliss, are left with his bride who lies dead in the street.

oscillation
photo by amy connors
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night dublin

charlotte mostertz

Dublin has stubble
growing on its walled face.
Our speech slurs together
in the passage of minutes into
comfortable hours, as we
wander ceaselessly through
the cobblestone streets etched
with rain. Into the night we wander
drunk on the foreignness of here,
on the musicality of lilting Gaelic, which
like the laughter of bells
twinkles in the air.
The whispers of the dead poets blow across the wind,
and I want to hear the lines with all my soul.
We wander,—crossing
the bridges that connect this city
like veins—we search the graying sky
that has cracked open and pours out a thousand stars.
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gloria in excelsis

liz lynch

i never understood the word of god.
it doesn’t account for mosquitos
or splinters
or tear-out magazine ads—
unnecessary evils.
plus, if there’s such a thing as holy wine,
does that mean i’m jesus
for this heart-to-heart with a bottle of cheap merlot?
were the words i never found prophecies?
& was jerusalem, that sacred city,
just scared shitless of bombs
& of men?
scared of what i’m capable of,
or what i never bothered to do?
i think the good word just might be
the stains on the pavement, those
wily, nebulous little sidewalk-beasts
with their snarling teeth sprouting grass in between,
nibbling at my toes while i’m walking on water
& walking on sunshine,
just clever enough
to keep my eyes stuck on god’s floorboards.
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ode to joy
denali hussin

Malcolm took up violin on a Tuesday.
It seemed like something he should do—the violin part, that is, the Tuesday was arbitrary. His mother
said he lacked culture in his life. What was more cultural than the violin?
Malcolm got home from work and then paced his apartment as he waited for it to be time to leave for
the lesson. He kept wandering over to the round mirror by the door to make sure his hair was flat and his
tie straight. He noticed a dust-bunny on the carpet and placed it in the wastebasket, then noticed several
more. Preoccupied with his task, he didn’t realize until the little alarm on his watch went off that it was
fifteen minutes to three.
He rang the bell at 73 Bledloe Street, and flattened his hair again nervously. He heard the bell echo inside the house, and then a thump, a clatter, and a banging thud that got louder as it approached the door. He
stepped back nervously just as the door burst open, and a woman, one socked foot waving in the air, peered
out. She was clutching at the doorknob to keep her balance, and one green Wellington boot lay on its side
in the stairwell. Her brown frizzy hair was escaping from its long braid, and one strand was caught in her
mouth. She was wearing a man’s tie, covered in violins, over a turquoise blouse, which was tucked into a
long, flowing skirt. She blinked at him.
“Have you ever tripped over your poodle right at the top of the stairs, lost a boot, and then fallen all the
way to the bottom?” she asked. She smiled sheepishly, as if this was something, like losing your glasses, that
happened all the time.
Malcolm, who couldn’t honestly say that he had, cleared his throat uncomfortably and said,
“I’m Malcolm Speedwell, I called you about lessons?”
The woman waved her woolly-socked foot around vaguely, searching for its missing boot. Her eyes lit
up.
“Ah, yes, Maxwell! Come in, come in!”
The questing foot found its way into the boot, and the woman beckoned Malcolm up the stairs.
“Don’t mind the pooch. He’s an old softie, even if he does trip one up.”
In a cluttered living room, the offending poodle blinked myopically up at Malcolm.
“Poor little goober,” said the woman, ruffling the dog’s ears. “Did mama hurt you?”
Malcolm thought “goober” was a good word for the dog, which suffered that unpleasant trait that afflicts little white dogs in particular, where the fur around its eyes was stained brown with discharge. Malcolm looked at it, slightly revolted.
The dog yapped.
“Well, Mr. Peasgood—,”
“—Speedwell—,” mumbled Malcolm.
“—I’m Cecilia. So you want to play the violin?”
They started with scales.
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Cecilia turned her violin over on her lap and plunked each string.
Plunk plonk plank plink
“My – Dog – Has – Fleas,” she warbled, along with the strings.
Malcolm looked at her, baffled.
“Does he?” he asked, looking warily at Little Goober, and wondering if he should have laid something
down on his chair before sitting on it.
Cecilia smiled at him.
“It’s how you remember the sound of each strings,” she explained. “Low to high. G, D, A, E. Or, Sol Re La
Mi.” She warbled again as she sang the notes. “Maxwell, what are you doing?”
Malcolm looked up from jotting in his notebook. “Writing this down?” he said.
Cecilia smiled, and shook her head. She took the notebook, and replaced it with the violin. “Let’s get to
know your violin,” she said.
The next week was the first actual tune Malcolm got to attempt to play. He found himself excited by the
prospect. He wondered how long it would be until he could play Mozart, or Vivaldi. Those were assuredly
cultural composers.
Instead, he was assigned, “Hot Cross Buns.”
“Don’t look so disappointed,” Cecilia said, seeing his downcast face. “This is just to get started. Everyone
starts with “Hot Cross Buns.” Even Vivaldi, I bet.”
For each tune he practiced and played correctly, Cecilia gave him a little sticker in his songbook. It was
often a Smileyface, beaming and speech-bubbling, “GOOD JOB!!”, and once it was the price tag from the new
bottle of laundry detergent Cecilia had just bought.
“I’m all out of Smilies,” she explained, as she stuck the price tag—$5.95—to the top of the page.
Malcolm waited patiently for the end of the beginner tunes. He could accept that he had to start at the
bottom and work his way up, but he couldn’t help feeling stupid as he labored through “Twinkle, Twinkle.”
“It’s Mozart,” Cecilia said defensively, when Malcolm scowled at her.
“Actually, it’s not,” he said. “That’s a common misconception.”
Cecilia grinned, and scratched Little Goober behind the ears.
“Well, whaddya know?” she said, putting her feet up on the coffee table. “You learn something everyday.”
But it was during his 6th lesson that Malcolm hit the wall.
Cecilia turned the page of his songbook, and played the next piece he would be working on for him. She
sang along as she played, her voice a little crunched by the instrument under her chin.
Hey now, you now, down in the cabbage patch
Tap it, clap it, down in the cabbage patch
Around we go, do si do
Doin’ the cabbage patch—hoedown!
Malcolm stared at her in disbelief.
“I won’t,” he said, before he could stop himself. “It’s asinine. It’s infantile. I won’t.”
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Cecilia looked a little hurt.
“Fiddle music has such life,” she said. “You can dance to it, you can laugh with it.”
“Is it cultural?” Malcolm asked, bitterly.
“Not all music has to be listened to in a concert hall,” said Cecilia. “Some music is more just for folks to
have fun to.”
“I didn’t take violin to have fun,” Malcolm said, glaring at the lemon-yellow carpet.
Cecilia didn’t say anything. She was searching his face. Looking people in the eye made Malcolm uncomfortable, so he avoided Cecilia’s gaze and stared over her left shoulder. She looked at little troubled.
“All right Malcolm,” she said, and he was so surprised that she’d gotten his name right that he looked
straight into her eyes. “Maybe this will be more to your liking.”
It sent shivers up Malcolm’s spine.
He felt lost in its vastness. Even as he played the scant notes he was capable of producing ( B B C D D
C B A…), he could feel the symphony swelling behind it, and he felt overwhelmed and awed as he read the
words beneath the notes.
Freude, schöner Götterfunken
Tochter aus Elysium,
Wir betreten feuertrunken,
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum!
“Beethoven,” he whispered. “Yes. This is it!”
Cecilia peered at him over the top of her glasses, and smiled faintly.
Malcolm made his weekly call to his mother After the usual updates on his job, and how his window
boxes were coming, his mother asked, a little sadly,
“And are you getting out at all, Mal?”
“Yes,” he said, and it was true.
Cecilia had taken him to a contra dance, where, she said, there was an extremely talented fiddler playing with the band. Malcolm was alright with integrating a little fiddle into his repertoire, now that he’d been
introduced to Beethoven as well. He had expected they would sit, listen, and observe, perhaps taking notes.
Instead, after quite a bit of foot tapping, some hand clapping, and a few loud whoops—Malcolm had looked
around nervously to see if anyone was staring—Cecilia had pulled Malcolm up and onto the dance floor.
It had been, to his surprise, fun. He was clumsy, and unfamiliar with the steps, but everyone was friendly,
and the caller actually told you what to do, so you didn’t have to memorize it. He wasn’t sure if it counted
as culture (there’d been a man in a leather kilt, and he didn’t think men in skirts were cultural), but it had
been an experience. And he’d gotten out, as his mother put it. Yes indeed.
A certain phrase kept resounding in Malcolm’s head that day.
Black Tuesday.
Black Tuesday
He’d heard it in some history class, in some forgotten context. History had never held much interest for
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him. Was it something to do with the Depression?
Black Tuesday
It felt oddly fitting.
He carefully placed the cardboard box on his countertop. It was filled with the scant personal possessions of his desk. A silver framed picture of his mother, a Newton’s Cradle, the stapler he’d sent away specially for. He had placed each tem in the box with great deliberation, and made his way from the building
with equal care, one foot in front of the other, his purposefulness keeping him from flying apart.
“It’s nothing about you, Malcolm,” his boss had said. “Your work is just what we could’ve asked for. But
with this latest crunch, we just needed to lay off the ten most recently hired employees. I’m sorry.”
Malcolm’s job had been his pride, his focal point, and most importantly, his structure. His life fit snugly
around it, and the routine gave him endless comfort. He’d taken pride in his precision and timeliness in his
work, and had felt he’d fulfilled the most basic and important adult goal. Now he was at sea.
Black Tuesday. Tuesday.
At quarter to three, he picked up the phone and carefully dialed Cecilia’s number, pressing each button
firmly.
“It’s Malcolm. I won’t be coming in for the lesson today.”
“Oh?” her tone held surprise. Malcolm had never missed a lesson. “Why? Is something wrong?”
“I’ve been laid off.” Malcolm felt something like a rock lodge itself in his diaphragm. He tried to breathe
around it, and found he couldn’t.
“Oh, Mal…I’m so sorry…” Her voice held too much sympathy. Malcolm delicately placed the receiver
back in its cradle. He sat down at his kitchen table and stared at his hands. Maybe, if he waited and watched
long enough, he could see his fingernails grow.
The apartment grew dark around him, and still Malcolm sat at the table in his tie and jacket, eyes fixed
on his thumbs. Outside, a sound reached him.
He went to the window and looked out. There, in the circle of light cast by a streetlight, stood Cecilia. She was playing the violin, with a purity and abandon that Malcolm could never achieve. The strains
reached him, washed around him, and goose bumps stood to attention on his arms. He closed his eyes and
the beautifully alien words drifted across his closed eyelids.
Freude, schöner Götterfunken
Tochter aus Elysium,
Wir betreten feuertrunken,
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum!
Martin smiled into the darkness, and tears slid down to patter onto his tie.
The next week, he was waiting at her doorstep with his violin case.
She was wearing a pair of brand new red cowboy boots that clashed horrendously with her pink hibiscus-patterned skirt, and she beamed as she gestured him in.
Malcolm didn’t miss another violin lesson, until one week he received a note in Cecilia’s scribbity hand37
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writing. She had no email, and hated the phone, so she almost always made outbound communications
through notes. Malcolm had been out at a job interview, and he returned home to find the note taped to his
door.
Goober got hit by a car. I had to put him to sleep. Can’t do lessons today. I’m
sorry.
		
-C.
Malcolm started at the note. A great wave of pity swelled and broke inside him. He looked out the window, to the streetlight outside. He looked back at the note.
Cecilia was sitting at her desk by the window, leaking tears onto a pile of old letters and expired parking tickets. She snuffled wetly into her skirt, and tried to wipe dry a form letter from the Dalai Lama. She
was just going to go to the kitchen and make herself a cup of Red Zinger tea, when a sound, barely melodious but recognizable, reached her ears. She looked out of the window. Malcolm stood on the sidewalk,
violin tucked under his chin, forehead furrowed in concentration. The tune wafted over her.
Hey now, you now, down in the cabbage patch
Tap it, clap it, down in the cabbage patch
Around we go, do si do
Doin’ the cabbage patch—hoedown!
Malcolm looked up, caught her eye, and smiled. Cecilia smiled back, a little tremulously, and went to
get her violin.

grace

photo by sarah grace
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vows

ashley suarez
We were married on a Wednesday,
only one day after you had crawled in after
me
under the cool shade beneath the yellow slide
and asked me (more like told me) to be your
"wife."
- I said yes - not really wanting to
but, well...
you asked and I had no reason to say no.
And that pretentious girl Haley,
who insisted she could talk to bugs,
took a bible off the bookshelf and,
feigning the holiness of a priest, made us
repeat her made up vows
followed by
"Would you take Michael to be your 'lolly'
wedded husband"
to which I said
"I do."

I still have the picture the teacher took,
it's a miniature me standing beside
a carrot-headed boy with too many freckles,
and a red t-shirt popping out offensively
beneath his suit jacket.
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Even at 5, you weren't my type.
and there were so many things that
weren't my type
back then
that I agreed to anyways,
like wearing those pink overalls my
mother loved, paired with pigtails,
going to private school,
and saying yes to that St. Francis boy in
his catholic school khakis
when he asked me to the prom.

But all this really comes down to is
What I Should've Said, that one day,
being 7 years old, standing in my heated
California driveway, waiting for a man in
a red
pick-up truck
and getting handed a phone instead.
And the phone said "not today honey, not
this week" etc
"Sorry baby girl, you understand, right?"
No, I don't. It's been months and it's not
my job
to understand.
But instead, all that came out was
"I do."

the price of soup

lenora smith

The day is solemn
But the children laugh, gripping our hands
The line is dressed in all black
A tight line
Like our tight lips as we hush the children
The only tears among us are from a niece
who weeps for her doll.
We parade in silence and act the sorrow
For a woman with tight lips
And a tightly knitted brow
And a tight grip on my wrist when we walked
In another black line for a man she never loved.
The children stumble in their new shoes,
Bought for a woman with ice eyes
With ice hair
With an ice heart
Who sold her soul after the market crashed
To a man with hard hands holding a bowl of soup
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But the children are fed
They giggle at a squirrel scuttling up a tree
Hush them.
Now silence, but for the niece
We are trained;
We come from the home of hard hands
And we live with ice eyes
And the children do not know to pretend
So we crush their joy
To suppress our own.
And the box is carried in a stilted step
By strong men who hated her
To be buried beside a man who hated her
This is the price of soup.

photo by shannon carroll
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nightmare poetry

eva parish

Lively bone shards line up by my pillow at night,
blink wordlessly and stare
at the rolling orbs of my eyes
beneath putty sheaths.
I can feel their ragged pupils in the dark.

One yawns, reveals a dank mouth-hole.
I give it my smallest finger
to suck
and
a bone-shard tongue draws lymph fluid and fragments of nail.
Inky cries mar the night.

I gather the shards close,
let them
breathe moist puffs of calcium
onto my collarbone.
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awoken
lilia carey

I’m soaking just like Saturday.
every three mornings it rains.
dead sweat dripping into pearls
on my stomach,
my parts are swollen and wet.
you sleep silent across the room,
twitching in dream, mouth ajar.
I wonder what it could be.
the little span of grey light coming through,
the slight creak of my chair,
the soft scratching as I
strip off these heavy, wet layers
push my way through them,
limbs sliding, until
my outside bindings sluice off,
and in a trade
the weight is lifted.
sick with full,
I ate one too many of a thing.
powder all around me,
a smell like pear and cinnamon.
sleep in my nose, and I am
slow to breathe.
circling round and braking, braking,
I tell my heart beat slower
as forward motion rushes by me.
my body is running through
the mechanics of early morning,

who knows where my mind has gone.
quick movement of my hands,
sounds spewing from my mouth,
now tears blend into it all.
I am circling round,
and you’re already leaving.

I want a real better, not
the silence that I’m making or
a word about what I’ve lost.
or words that say we
aren’t young enough anymore,
doomed to be settled into monotonous days
amongst many who can’t move but must.
I’m smiling, I’ve laughed.
we’re going to do things.
my silence isn’t a death, and
I am warm when I am with you.
free from my bindings,
I will stretch out as far as I can,
span greatest distances with my body
to reach that dream of yours.
I’ve got the rest of the afternoon.
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pill bugs

lilia carey

On Saturday mornings they come to the park,
strollers rolling softly behind them,
each one small-stepping to the sandbox.
Like little pill bugs they curl
into the sand, their
marshmallow limbs sinking in.
Strollers stop at a bench;
women sit in their yoga attire,
dressed for the comfort of motherhood.
They have the pudge of their children
still fresh on their bellies,
as if the first few years have coddled and softened that
beautiful, milk-white egg
that protruded from them for three joyous seasons.
Oh, just to feel that cold jelly
gliding over my own round stomach;
to gaze up wide-eyed as they say,
Here is the head, there is one foot.
And when I look I will see everything
curled up like a pill bug inside me,
warm and waiting.
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song of the mole

denali hussin

‘Twas evermore the mole and me
‘Cross tundra and forbidden sea

Star-Nose and I, faithful friends
Trekked the world to both its ends

And frolicked with the salmon fry
With pimpernel, and prawn bean fly

The fiercest gales we weathered through
With grammar by a cross-eyed gnu

And traveled we, all indifference
To the fact that we made not the slightest sense
(And though I kept a frog to feed her
I forgot entirely about
Meter.)
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tennessee

michelle zhang

it’s high noon and the roads are melting,
they lick and they stick,
mud and quicksand, they lick and they stick –
but you and I, doses of acid dissolving on our tongues,
keep walking in our bare feet
and the clouds are fractals, abstract spirals, chiral
we keep walking in our bare feet as
the roads lick and they stick –
I look at you with mischief painted on my lips;
you smile back, pupils the size of planets

because we are privy to a secret, we know why the roads
are licking and sticking:
we were there last night –
in the monsoon under the half moon –
we walked miles with
mouths open, clothes off,
tasting the Tennessee sky.

photo by catherine nakajima
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but:

liz lynch
it's okay that these kids
love marijuana more than
their mothers
they'll see in time
where true love
comes from.
knitting needle finger joints
& three buck chuck
swayin & shakin to german waltzes
we are vagabonds,
chic & dare-a-lique'd & artistically disheveled
in our full, post-impressionist glory
with ants in our creased palms
& coals settling in our ventricles
& enteric-coated naproxen & ritalin
settling in our nostrils
we are hard-hitting disc jockeys,
plastic fantastic
moody wooly bullies
pinky-up chugs of jäger
slow-mo tornadoes
revolving it like backdoors
hush puppy hush money pushers
shovers
lovers

icarus
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little things

kat robinson

WHY is it
that I always find myself crying outside corporate establishments
like dunkin donuts?
It’s just inconvenient
that my woes are always accompanied by this gripping need
sending me blubbering all the way to boston ave
for french vanilla coffee + half and half,
or worse/better yet, jelly donut
When you broke my wimpy heart
into more tiny pieces than I thought even possible
I did not, goddamnit, eat a salad

And whoever said to me that one time,
“little things don’t matter,”
was not there when the man behind the counter
(as I wiped at my nose and eyes and every other dripping orifice)
offered me extra lemons for my tea
and probably saved me
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djounia
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marina, grand palais, paris
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Matisse. she loves speaking in the “royal we,” and prefers it to the third person but will refrain
from utilizing it in this biography. above all else, charlotte’s goal in life is to work somewhere
where she is able to sell her soul to The Man.
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haley newman is a junior majoring in community health and Asian studies. she enjoys hot
weather and sunshine, running, writing, photography, hiking, yoga, playing with children,
cooking spicy vegetarian cuisine, and discovering new libraries. she aspires to become a doctor
and help heal as many sick people as possible.
eva parish is a sophomore majoring in nothing. she is inexplicably enamored with oreo
cakesters, the Kennedys, and Iceland.
jimmy pianka hails from Pennsylvania farmland and is beginning his final year at tufts. he
majors in philosophy and cognitive & brain science and has recently returned from a semester
abroad in India and Nepal where he visited monasteries and sat down. soon he hopes to get
paid to write science fiction in Hollywood.
kat robinson is a sophomore majoring in women's studies and minoring in english/judaic
studies (hearing the never-ending chorus of "what kind of job will that get you?" has led her to
formulating plans of wandering around the world like a nomad post-college). she likes watching leaves change colors, swooning over Bobby Flay on the food network, having a really good
yawn, being surprised, and being in transit.
emma shakarshy prefers to believe she rose full-born from the dunes of South Jersey as she
cannot conceive that she is the product of science. gametes do not make sense to her. literary
magazines do.
lenora smith is a freshman majoring in a self-taught laissez-faire philosophy. on a rainy day,
she would tell you she was wending toward an international relations/english double major. she
enjoys listening to eclectic music while training horses. guilty pleasures: trendy hats or Chinese
food. never both.
ashley suarez is a sophomore from Los Angeles majoring in english and minoring in film
studies.
theresa sullivan would get so much more done if she ever put her poetry books down, but there’s
no fun in that, so she’s happily an english major. she loves daffodils, seltzer, poems, islands, good
pals, and pickin’ on her banjo, and her ideal day would involve all of the above.
john whelan is a freshman not yet majoring in anything, though it'll probably be english. he,
being from Massachusetts, is an obsessive Red Sox fan, has a love-hate relationship with the MBTA,
and takes offense when his neighbor from Houston mocks his occasional Boston accent.
michelle zhang loves special relativity, Thomas Jefferson, and California. she just wants to own
an apple orchard someday. and maybe become a surgeon on the side.
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